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Chapterr  4 

Thee Two-Country General 

Equilibrium ::  A Simplified Case 

Inn this chapter we consider the general equilibrium of the monetary-production econ-

omy,, where the dynamics of production and money supply are governed by a geometric 

Browniann motion. These i.i.d. (i.e. independent and identically distributed) processes 

characterizee the dynamics of the equilibrium quantities in the two-country world econ-

omy.. This simple i.i.d. economy (i.e. an economy where the production and money 

supplyy processes follows a geometric Brownian motion) is a convenient analytical tool to 

understandd the interaction between the nominal and real quantities and its impact on 

thee equilibrium foreign exchange rate and interest rates. The equilibrium in this simple 

monetary-productionn economy has some important distinctive properties. For example 

itt determines endogenously and simultaneously the demand for money, the consumption-

productionn plan, the price of money and its dynamics, the foreign exchange rate, the 

ratee of depreciation, the risk premia, and the market clearing interest rates. More im-

portantly,, it allows for an interaction between the real economy, the financial markets, 

andd the monetary economy of the two countries. 

Inn line with several general equilibrium models in financial economics we assume in 

thiss chapter, for analytical convenience, that the production process in equation (3.3) is 



drivenn by a geometric Brownian motion [see Stulz (1986), Foresi (1990), Bakshi and Chen 

(1996)].. This assumption implies that the drift and diffusion of the real rate of return 

inn production are constants. The i.i.d. production process in country i, for i e {h, ƒ} , is 

governn by the following stochastic differential equation: 

^ TT = aVidt + Snidwn. (t), (4.1) 

wheree aVi is a constant scalar denoting the instantaneous expected real rate of return 

onn the productive assets in country i and Sv.dwv. (t) = an .dwv (t) + aVxidwXi (t) is a 

constantt scalar that represents the diffusion term of this return. The variance of the real 

ratee of return on investment in i-th production process is given by SniT]. = a  ̂ .+<r\  and 

thee covariance between the rate of return on productive investments in both countries is 

givenn by 5,,.,,. = o^a  ̂ for i^j. 

Thee money supply process in country i, for i e {h,f}, as formulated in equation 

(3.4),, is governed by the following i.i.d. process in this simplified economy: 

 = fj^dt + Sodium, (t) , (4.2) 

wheree /x^ = fi^ + 7^,,. is a constant that denotes the expected rate of money growth 

inn country i. The expected instantaneous rate of growth of money is determined by 

thee expected autonomous monetary rate of growth and the monetary response to the 

expectedd production growth, JiOiVi- The diffusion term of money growth is captured by 

SSmimidwdwmm**  (t) = (Tr^dWrr  ̂ (t) + 7̂  S,,. dw,,. (t), with ^^.dw^. (t) representing the monetary 

responsee to production uncertainty. The instantaneous variance of the rate of money 

growthh in country i is a constant scalar given by 5^. = <r̂ . + 7? ( ^ i + 0* J. This 

modellingg approach allows for a plausible correlation structure in this two-country world 

economy.. The money supply processes in both countries are not perfectly correlated with 

thee production process, as the autonomous monetary component of the diffusion term 

alloww for the monetary disturbances to move independent of the production process. In 
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additionn the money supply processes in the two countries are (not perfectly) correlated 

withh each other, 5mimj. = li^VyHj^Vy  ̂ for t / j . As will be shown below, these assump-

tionss for the money supply and production processes imply that the real and nominal 

interestt rates, and the velocity of money are constant in this i.i.d. setting. 

Inn this economy the representative agents use an admissible feedback control vector 

definedd as if'{ = dd m  ̂ di bi fi too solve 

oo o 

nax£tt / e~p8U (ciKCif,mdih,mdi},s)ds, 

subjectt to their dynamic budget constraint (3.18). To solve the agent's optimization prob-

lemm we apply standard stochastic dynamic programming technique as in Merton (1969) 

too obtain the continuous-time Bellman fundamental optimality equation (see Appendix 

A.1), , 

00 = max {U (cfoCif, md.h, m(Jj/ ,t) + Jt + JXfiXi + JYVV 

+J J Wi Wi OiOi (a - In) Wi + $(0- lr t) Wi 

+fl+fl  (C - 1T\) Wi + nWi -Cih- c*} - Rhmdth - Rfmdxf 

++  2^WiWi a'tS^i + b'iSBBbi + fiSFFfi + 2b'iSnBai 

+2a;5„rfii  + 2b'tSFBft]  H? + \j'xxSxx 

+\JYY<?1+\JYY<?1 + [a'iSnx + b'{SBx + fiSr,] JWtXWt 

++  [a'iSW + b'iSBy + fiSFy] JWiYWi) , (4.3) ) 

wheree X(t) = Xh(t) Xf(t)  The subscripts on the J term denote the corresponding 

partiall  derivatives of the agent's value function J(Wi,X, Y, t) and the subscripts on 

thee 5-term denote a variance-covariance matrix of the variables involved. For example 

£17177 — K K ^Vx^Vj ^Vx^Vj 

Sni$ijSni$ij ^ 

orr Sxr. = 
<X<Xhh(t)(t) 0 

<x<xss{t) {t) 
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Inn this economy we ruled out the possibility of negative productive investments in 

bothh capital goods and negative transaction and portfolio demand for money balances. 

Inn addition the agent's consumption, must be non-negative. Standard Kuhn-Tucker 

optimizationn technique results in the following first order conditions: 

I,,.I,,. = Ua - Jw% < 0 

CiL*CiL*  = 0 (4.4) 

LLmdtmdt = Umdi-JWl%{t)<0 

m^Lm^Lmdtmdt = 0 (4.5) 

La,La, = {a- ln{t)) WtJWi + {S^üi + S^i + SrJt) WfJWtWi 

+S+Sr}Xr}XJJWlWlxWxW11 + S^Jw.yWi < 0 

a'a'xxLLaiai = 0 (4.6) 

LLbibi = {P-lriityWiJwt + iSBBbi + SriBOi + SBrftWfJww 

++  S'BxJWtXW% + SyBJWiYWi < 0 

bi^bi  ̂ = 0 (4.7) 

LLfifi = {C-lriityWiJwi + iSrrfi + SirOi + SrBbJWfJww 

+S+SrxrxJJWiXWiXWWtt + SryJWiYWx = 0. (4.8) 

Givenn the first order conditions of the representative agents, we define the equilibrium 

ass a set (Ri,ri,eij,Tri,F;ai,bi,mf,Ci). This equilibrium set must satisfy the following 

markett clearing conditions: a-1 + 6',1 = 1, B{ = 0, ƒ, = 0, Mf = M° = Mt, and 

7)7)tt = c* +1* , where I*  represents the amount re-invested in production. These conditions 

imply,, among others, that the default-free nominal bonds and contingent claims in this 

economyy are in zero net supply in equilibrium. The market clearing condition on the 

goodss market, rj t, implies that in equilibrium the total amount of the i-th good produced 

mustt be equal to the sum of the amount consumed, c*, during that period and the amount 

re-investedd in the 2-th production technology, ƒ*. The total consumption of the i-th good 
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andd the total re-investment in the i-th production process can be defined as c*  = c*t + c*j{ 

andd I*  = /,*+ƒ£, respectively. Let <;? denotes the fraction of the i-th production allocated 

too the i-th consumption good. Then we have ct*  = <; 7Jiri i and c*x = ^rji, where c^-K^ = <̂ -

Thee market clearing condition on the money markets entails that the total demand for 

thee i-th money must be equal to the its supply. Since the sum of the demand for the 

i-thh money by both agents must satisfy Mf = M-j + M£, we have that M  ̂ = <%Mi and 

MfiMfi  = <%Mi, where 1 = C +

4.11 Money demand, spot foreign exchange rate, and 

thee price of money in equilibriu m 

Inn this section we derive the marginal rate of substitutions and the equilibrium conditions 

forr the following variables: the demand for real cash balances, the spot foreign exchange, 

thee rate of depreciation, the price of money, and the rate of inflation. We show that 

thee dynamics for these variables are govern by a geometric Brownian motion, which is 

aa direct result of the assumed production and money supply process. This section gives 

us,, even in this simple economy, a good insight in the dynamics of these variables in an 

equilibriumm characterized by uncertainty. 

Propositionn 1. In equilibrium, the marginal rate of substitution of the foreign good for 

thethe domestic good, of money balances for goods, and of foreign money for domestic 

moneymoney in this two-country world economy are given, respectively, by: 

UcUchfhf{ch{t),m{ch{t),mdhdh{t),t) {t),t) 

UUChltChlt(c(ckk{t),m{t),mdhdh{t),t) {t),t) 
UmUmhihiMt),mMt),mdhdh(t),t) (t),t) 
UcUchihi{{

cch{t),mh{t),mdhdh(t),t) (t),t) 
UmUmhfhf{c{chh{t),m{t),mdhdh{t),t){t),t) _ €hf(t)Rf{t) 

UmUmhhAAcch(t),mh(t),mdhdh{t),t){t),t) Rh(t) 

Proof;; See Appendix A. 2. 
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== ehf(X,Y,t), (4.9) 

== Ri(t) , (4.10) 

(4.11) ) 



Equationn (4.9) shows that in equilibrium, the marginal utility of consuming one addi-

tionall  unit of the foreign good by the domestic agent is equal to its marginal cost in terms 

off  the local currency, the spot foreign exchange rate. An increase in the spot exchange 

ratee increases the marginal utility of consuming an additional unit of the foreign good. 

Therefore,, to maintain the same level of satisfaction, the number of units of the local 

good,, Cfrh(t), that has to be sacrificed in exchange for an extra unit of the foreign good, 

c*c* hhf{t),f{t), increases. The intuitive explanation therefore is that the foreign good has become 

moree expensive in terms of the domestic good. Note that the marginal rate of substitu-

tionn of the foreign representative agent for the good produced in the home country h is 

equall  to the inverse of the foreign exchange rate level. 

UUCfhCfh{cf{t),rn{cf{t),rndfdf(t),t)(t),t) = 1 
UUCffCff(c(cff(t),m(t),mdfdf(t),t)(t),t) ehf(ty

 [  } 

Equationn (4.10) shows that in equilibrium the marginal rate of substitution between 

consumptionn of the i-th good and the i-th real cash holdings is equal to the nominal 

interestt rate in country i, Ri(t). This result is consistent with the results in the existing 

literature,, e.g., LeRoy (1984), Svensson (1985b), Foresi (1990), Bakshi and Chen (1996), 

andd Basak and Gallmeyer (1999), which states that in equilibrium, the marginal benefit 

off  holding one additional unit of the i-th currency balance in terms of the good is equal to 

itss marginal cost, i.e. the foregone nominal interest rate, Ri(t). The inflation risk does not 

affectt the marginal rate of substitution of goods for money directly because the investor 

cann use the nominal bond to hedge against the inflation risk of real cash holdings. As 

arguedd by LeRoy (1984) this implies that the nominal price of the instantaneously riskless 

nominall  bond in this economy captures all the users cost of holding real balances. Thus, 

besidee the measure of liquidity services provided by money, the nominal interest rate also 

representss a measure of the utility gain from holding real balances in this economy. Or 

statedd differently the nominal interest rate is the relative price of real balances in terms 

off  the consumption-investment good in equilibrium. 
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Thee marginal rate of substitution of foreign money for domestic money as shown by 

equationn (4.11) is equal to the relative opportunity cost of the two monies. This means 

thatt the marginal utility of one additional unit of foreign money relative to domestic 

moneyy is proportional to its relative marginal cost expressed in domestic currency. The 

relativee marginal cost of holding foreign money is measured by the opportunity cost of 

holdingg foreign money denominated in domestic currency, i.e. ehf (t)Rf (£), divided by the 

opportunityy cost of holding local money, Rh(t). An increase in either the spot exchange 

ratee or the foreign nominal interest rate relative to the domestic nominal interest rate 

increasess the marginal utility of one additional unit of foreign cash balances. 

Theoremm 1 In equilibrium, the demand for real money balances, the relative real demand 

forfor money balances, the spot foreign exchange level, and the price of the monies in this 

two-countrytwo-country economy are given, respectively, by: 

M*{t)*i(t)M*{t)*i(t)  = | j f | ! i e{h,f), (4-14) 

mSJ*)) = 6hhehf(t)Rf(t) 

*<WW = fe^TT —LT7-. TTT i€{h,/H4.16) ,,TxTx66jtjt Mt (t) [p +  ̂ _ a2mi _ 7? ^ + „2J 

Proof:Proof: See Appendix A.3. 

Equationn (4.13) shows that the exchange rate level is determined by the domestic 

andd foreign production processes as in Nielsen and Saa-Raquejo (1993). An increase in 

thee domestic production level relative to the foreign production level increases the spot 

pricee of the currency, i.e. the spot rate depreciates. In addition, the level of the exchange 

ratee is determined by the relative preferences between the domestically produced and 

thee imported good, 9hff9hh, and the relative share of the goods consumed by the local 

agent,, ^feAh/- By expressing equation (4.13) as dehf/chf = {dnh/nh)/(dr)f/nf) it can be 
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observedd that the exchange rate in this economy functions as an adjustment mechanism 

onn the world equity markets. It restores the equilibrium between the real rate of return 

off  domestic and foreign production, expressed in the domestic currency. An increase in 

thee real rate of return of domestic production relative to that of the foreign production, 

ceteriss paribus, induces rational agents to shift away from foreign capital investment 

towardss investment in the domestic production technology. An increase in the spot 

foreignn exchange rate increases the rate of return on foreign equity investments when 

expressedd in the domestic currency. An intuitive explanation herefore is that an increase 

inn the spot exchange rate reduces the value of the domestic currency relative to the value 

off  the foreign currency. As a result the representative investor is indifferent between 

investingg in the local or the foreign production technology. 

Too obtain more insight into how both real rates of return on production affect the 

exchangee rate dynamics we apply Itö's lemma on equation (4.13) and use equation (4.1) 

too obtain the following stochastic differential equation for the instantaneous rate of de-

preciationn of the domestic currency: 

^  ̂ = ^dt + S€hfdw((t), (4.17) 
eehfhf  (t) 

where e 

SSfh/fh/dwdw(( {t) = vVihdwIh (t) - onxJdwXf (r) 

++ {ff<iv*  ~ a%j) dwv (*)

Equationn (4.17) shows that in this i.i.d. economy the equilibrium rate of depreciation 

off  the currency is governed by a geometric Brownian motion. The constant expected 

instantaneouss rate of depreciation of the spot exchange rate, //£, is determined by the 

differencee between the real rate of return of domestic production and that of foreign 

production.. The expected rate of depreciation of the currency is also affected by the 
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differencee of the impact of the common source of uncertainty on domestic production 

relativee to foreign production. The drift term of the depreciation rate is increasing in the 

uncertaintyy with respect to the real rate of return of foreign production, as measured by 

<r̂ ^ . In this setup, where the money supply process and the production process follow 

geometricc Brownian motions, the exchange rate volatility, as measured by the variance of 

thee rate of depreciation, is constant. It is given by S*h = <r̂  h + o-̂  + (aVv h — aVy f J . 

InIn the following chapter we allow for stochastic volatility in the rate of depreciation, by 

relaxingg the assumption of an i.i.d. production process in each country. 

Basedd on the equilibrium solution for the rate of depreciation of the spot exchange 

ratee we can determine the real rate of return on foreign equity investment, expressed in 

domesticc currency. By using the equilibrium expression for the exchange rate dynamics, 

equationn (4.17), and the conjecture in equation (3.7), we can obtain the endogenous ex-

pressionn for the real rate of return on foreign productive investment expressed in domestic 

currencyy as, 
ddTTJJ}!^}!^  = a^dt + S^d  ̂ (t), for i? j , (4.18) 

VjVj  (*) 

where e 

*?.,(*)) = ^ ( t ) ^ ( r . ), 

ctrj,ictrj,i  = otVti, a nd 

Srj^dlVrj.Srj^dlVrj.  (t) = (TVttidwy (t) + <TVx.dwXi (t). 

Notee that investment in foreign production technology has the same real rate of 

returnn as domestic productive investment when expressed in domestic currency. This 

iss a direct result of the equilibrium condition on the goods/equity market, whereby the 

spott exchange rate adjusts instantaneously to restore the equilibrium between the two 

reall  rate of returns. 

InIn equation (4.14), the demand of the domestic representative agent for the i-th real 

currencyy balances is increasing in the i-th real consumption and decreasing in the nominal 

interestt rate, Ri(t). Intuitively, in equilibrium an increase in real consumption must be 
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accompaniedd by an increase in real money holdings for transaction purposes. The inverse 

relationshipp between the real demand for money and the nominal interest rate can be 

explainedd by the portfolio considerations of the investor. The rationale for the risk averse 

investorr to hold real balances is that it reduces the riskiness of an asset portfolio and 

facilitatess transactions. The opportunity cost involved in this is the expected return 

forgonee by not holding bonds. An increase in the rate of return on bonds due to an 

increasee in the nominal interest rate, entails higher opportunity cost of holding money. 

Thiss results in a shift away from cash balances, as an object of portfolio choice, in favor 

off  interest-bearing nominal assets and real assets. Let us examine the relation between 

thee real demand for both monies in this economy. 

Byy using equation (4.14) and the market clearing conditions, c*  = c*hi + c*fi, c*  = <^,, 

MjiiMjii  = fjyMj , and M£ = ^ M i , we obtain the equilibrium velocity of the i-th money in 

thiss economy,1 

where e 

Notee that the velocity of the i-th money in country i at time t can be denned as 

Vhi{t)Vhi{t) = <pVhiRi(t), where <p„ M = (fjjsjs) AL- The same holds for the velocity of the 

j - t hh money in the foreign country ƒ. The equilibrium velocity of money in this two-

countryy economy is a function of the opportunity cost of holding that particular money. 

Ass mentioned above an increase in the nominal interest rate results in a shift away from 

cashh balances, as an object of portfolio choice, in favor of interest-bearing nominal assets 

Notee that the demand of the foreign representative agent for the i-th real currency balances is given 
by: : 
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andd real assets. This decline in the demand for real balances results in an increase of 

thee velocity of money. Thus, as indicated by Bakshi and Chen (1996), the velocity of 

moneyy co-moves with the nominal interest rate in this type of economies. Since in this 

i.i.d.. setting the nominal interest rate is constant, as shown below, the velocity of money 

iss also constant. 

Equationn (4.15) implies that the relative real demand for both monies in equilibrium 

iss proportional to the inverse of the relative opportunity cost of both monies, expressed 

inn the domestic currency. If there is a positive shock, which increases production in 

thee domestic economy, the exchange rate will increase as we can observe from equation 

(4.13).. This depreciation of the domestic currency, ceteris paribus, increases the op-

portunityy cost of holding foreign money, expressed in domestic currency, relative to the 

opportunityy cost of holding domestic money. As a result the real demand for domestic 

moneyy for transaction purposes will increase relative to the demand for foreign money. 

Thee increased demand for domestic money relative to that for foreign money is consistent 

withh the increased production of the domestic good relative to the foreign good, and as 

suchh the equilibrium condition on both markets is maintained through the exchange rate. 

Iff  we allow for the other variables to adjust, it can be observed below that the domestic 

nominall  interest rates and the price of domestic money increase. Thus, the increased 

opportunityy cost of holding foreign money expressed in domestic currency is partly offset 

byy the increased opportunity cost of holding domestic money. The resulting increased 

reall  demand for domestic money relative to the foreign money is consistent with the 

increasedd price of money and the increased domestic production. If we rewrite equation 

(4.15)) as 

*h(t)M*h(t)M dhhdhh(t)(t) _ ö^fWRfjt) 
*f(t)M*f(t)M dh/dh/(t)(t) 6hf Rh(t) ' K  V) 

itt can be noted that the increased relative real demand for domestic money can be 

decomposedd in an increase in the nominal money stock and the resulting increased price 

off  money (i.e. a decrease in the price level), as will be shown below. 
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Thee endogenous price of domestic money in equation (4.16) in this two-country set-up 

iss consistent with the general price level in the closed economy in theorem 3 of Bakshi 

andd Chen (1996). A monetary expansion decreases the local price of money, whereas an 

increasee in domestic production increases the price of money. When expressed in terms 

off  the price level of the local good, P»(0» t n at is t n e inverse of the price of domestic 

moneyy n^t), monetary expansion leads to an increase in the price level of the good. An 

increasee in the domestic production level of the good decreases the price level of that 

particularr good in the economy. Note that the separability of the representative agent's 

preferencess over the two monies does not lead to the local price level being detached 

fromm real influences in this economy. In addition, the price level is also affected by the 

internationall  uncertainty both directly, through 7,2<r̂  , and indirectly through both the 

supplyy of domestic money and domestic production. The policy implication of equation 

(4.16)) is that, ceteris paribus, an accommodating monetary policy requires that the rate 

off  growth of money is equal to that of the real rate of return on production. The price of 

moneyy remains constant at such a pace. In order to allow for a countercyclical monetary 

policy,, money supply must increase less than production. As a result the price of domestic 

moneyy (the price level of domestic good) increases (decreases). This is consistent with 

economicc theory, that is contracting money supply decreases the general price level in the 

casee of a positive production shock. An inflationary monetary policy is obtained when 

thee money supply is allowed to increase more than the rate of growth of production. An 

increasee in the expenditure share on domestically produced good, 9jt, implying that the 

agent'ss preferences is shifting away from money holdings and/or from the foreign good, 

decreasess the price of domestic money i (that is increases the price level of that particular 

good). . 

Applyingg Itö's lemma on equation (4.16) results in the following endogenous dynamics 

forr the price of the money in country i: 

dnAt) dnAt) 
- ^^ = /Vt t + S;,<Mt) * € { * , ƒ } , (4.21) 
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where, , 

^^ = - / V + (1 - 7i) fa ~ 7t ( << + < t ) ) + < > 

S^.du;; (t) = -(T^diu^ (t) + (1 - 7i) ( ^ v ^ W + ^ « ^ (0)-

Equationn (4.21) provides more insight into how the domestic money supply process 

andd the production process affects the dynamics of the local price of money. Note that 

thee expected domestic inflation rate in terms of the price level of the good, Pi(t), can be 

writtenn as 

/VV = ^ "  (1 "  7.) K - ( < + < ) ]  (4-22) 

Thee expected rate of inflation in country i in terms of the general price level is, ceteris 

paribus,, increasing in the expected rate of growth of the domestic money supply, /zmj. 

Rationall  investors expect that a positive autonomous money growth results in an in-

creasedd demand for the good in the economy. The increased demand will lead to higher 

prices.. Rational investors in this economy anticipate on this developments, by incorpo-

ratingg the price increases in their expectation. The impact of the expected rate of growth 

off  production, aVt, and production uncertainty (as measured by its variance a* . + cr^.) 

dependss on the value of the monetary response parameter. There exist three possibilities, 

namely,, accommodating monetary response ^ = 1), contracting money supply (7i < 1), 

andd inflationary monetary growth (7; > 1). 

Whenn the value of the monetary response parameter is equal to one, 7, = 1, the long 

termm mean of the rate of inflation is equal to the expected rate of growth of the domestic 

moneyy supply, fiTTH. The explanation therefore is that money and output have opposing 

affectt on the expected long term rate of inflation. Therefore, when 7j = 1 the impact 

off  production on the long term rate of inflation is neutralized by the monetary growth, 

sincee money responds fully accommodating to output dynamics in this case. When there 

iss a partial response of money on the production dynamics, i.e. 7; < 1, the expected rate 

off  inflation in country i in terms of the general price level is, ceteris paribus, decreasing 
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inn the expected rate of growth of production. Note that in this case their is a surplus 

onn the goods market due to the increased production and a contracting money supply. 

Rationall  investors expect, due to the surplus on the goods market, that prices of that 

goodd will fall. The reverse holds for the case of an inflationary monetary response, that 

iss 7, > 1. The resulting surplus demand for goods, due a faster growing money supply 

relativee to production, causes prices to increase. 

Contraryy to "standard" price theory that does not take uncertainty into account, 

rationall  investors in this economy incorporate the uncertainties underlying the production 

processs in their expectations with regard to the inflation rate. Both the variance of 

thee change in production process and the covariance of the rate of growth of money 

supplyy with that of production are incorporated in the expected inflation. An increase 

inn the variance of production growth, will induce the rational investors to adjust their 

expectationn regarding the rate of inflation upwards. The rationale therefore is that the 

largerr variability in production growth increases the variability in the rate of inflation. 

Notee that the expected rate of inflation is also affected by the variability of the production 

duee to the international uncertainty. The covariance between the rate of growth of money 

supplyy and that of output has a negative impact on the expected rate of inflation, which 

ultimatelyy depends on the feedback parameters. As in the case of the expected production 

growthh it depends on the value of monetary response parameter whether the uncertainties 

underlyingg the economy have an impact on the expected domestic inflation and whether 

thiss effect is increasing or decreasing. 

Thee domestic inflation risk, as measured by the variance of the rate of inflation, 

SSViViViVi = <T T̂ + (1 — 7t) f °%yi +
 atixi)i is fueled by both production and monetary shocks. 

Notee that the affect of production uncertainty on the inflation risk depends on the 

valuee of the monetary response parameter. When monetary response is accommodat-

ingg (7̂  = 1) the inflation risk is driven only by the autonomous monetary shocks. 

Inn all other case (7̂  ^ 1) it is increasing in the production variability. Equation 

(4.21)) implies that the covariance between production and domestic rate of inflation, 
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aavvPiPi = — (1 - 7t) Wtiyi + alxi)> i8 determined by the technology shocks and the feedback 

parameters.. The rate of return of domestic production is positively correlated with the 

domesticc price of goods when the monetary response to output shocks is inflationary, 

thatt is for ^ > 1. Otherwise, there is a negative correlation between the production 

processs and inflation. In addition observe that the covariance of the domestic rate of 

inflationn with the foreign inflation rate is determined as follows: 

SSPhPfPhPf = (1 - 7fc) (1 " 7/) VVySVy,-

Thiss covariance is non-zero unless monetary dynamics is fully accommodating to pro-

ductionn growth in either country, that is j k = 1 or 7ƒ = 1. The rate of inflation in the 

two-countryy world economy co-varies positively when the real sources of inflation risk 

aree larger than the monetary sources in each country (7̂  < 1 and 7ƒ < 1) or when the 

monetaryy sources in each country are larger (7,, > 1 and 7ƒ > 1). This can be interpreted 

ass the correlation between inflation in the two countries is positive when the monetary 

policyy in both countries with respect to the rate of growth of production are consistent 

withh each other. When the monetary sources of inflation risk in one country is larger 

thann the output risk, while in the other country the reverse is true, the two inflation 

processess are negatively correlated (7^ > 1 and 7ƒ < 1 or 7h < 1 and 7ƒ > 1). 

4.22 The asset pricin g formula 

Too show that in this two-country monetary-production economy all factor risk are priced 

wee derived the equilibrium asset pricing formula. 

Propositionn 2. The asset pricing formula, based on the general equilibrium conditions 

inin a two-country monetary-production economy with separable logarithmic prefer-
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ences,ences, is given by: 

U U 
E[R,(t))E[R,(t)) = rM+Y^p^iElRx^-r^+fiiElRyl-r^)) 

3 3 

forr g = l, , (4.23) 

where, where, 

RRqq(t)(t) = the real rate of return on security q, 

Rxj{t)Rxj{t) = the rate of change in the local state variable in country j , Xj(t), 

Ry(t)Ry(t) = the rate of change in the international state variable, Y(t), 

xx cav(Rg(t),Rx.(t)) cov(Rq(t),RY(t)) 
Pi.iPi.i  = T5—77v\ and P<i = co u\\— for J e i " ' J*

q,Jq,J var(RXj{t))
 9 var{RY{t)) 

Proof:Proof: See Appendix A. 4. 

Fromm equation (4.23) we can observe that each asset's risk is completely specified 

byy the instantaneous covariance of its return with the changes in the state variables. 

Inn equilibrium, the risk-averse investor is compensated in terms of expected return for 

bearingg both monetary and production risk. Therefore, the asset pricing formula in 

equationn (4.23) implies that all sources of systematic risk in this two-country world-

economyy are priced. This result generalizes the asset pricing models in the existing log 

utilit yy based monetary models, e.g. Stulz (1986), Foresi (1990), and Bakshi and Chen 

(1996).. In these models, the separability of preferences, which implies that Ucm — 0, 

allowss only one source of risk, i.e., production risk, to be priced in equilibrium. In 

Bakshii  and Chen (1996), both production and monetary risk are priced only in the 

generall  formulation of the preferences. Only one of the sources of risk would remained 

pricedd if they apply their log utility specification to their asset pricing model. As a result, 

inn the case of log utility preferences, these models reduce to the standard consumption-

basedd capital asset pricing model developed by Breeden (1979). 

Thee financial assets in this two-country monetary-production economy are priced to 

yieldd a risk premium that depends on the hedging capabilities of that asset against the 
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reall  and monetary uncertainties in the economy. Since, for instance, the real domestic 

assets22 can be used to hedge against unfavorable developments in the foreign state and/or 

monetaryy uncertainty, its real risk premium is determined by its covariance with the 

changess in both the domestic and international state variables and by the factor risk 

premiumss on Rxh and Ry. Thus, the covariance between the return on the domestic 

productivee asset and the foreign state variable is zero in this economy, which implies that 
nXnX c&oiR  ̂At),Rx At)) 
ppnn// = T-r—TTT = 0. This, however, does not imply that the risk premium VhVh var(RXf{t)) 

off  real assets is not affected by foreign (and monetary) quantities in this economy. To 

illustratee the effects of monetary and foreign quantities, we use the first order condition 

(4.66 and 4.7) and our asset pricing model to obtain an explicit expression for the risk 

premiumm on real domestic asset. First, note that we can write the factor risk premium 

onn RXh and Ry as, respectively, 

(E(E [RXh]  - rh) = [2a*h + (1 - lh) b>hh + b*hf\ anxhaXh y/xjï) (4.24) 

and d 

(E(E [Ry] - rh) = [(2a; + b'hh (1 - 7 h) + b*hf) a  ̂ - 7 / ^ , A / ] ay^VJT), (4.25) 

wheree a£, 6£h, and b*hf are the optimal demand for real asset, domestic nominal bond, 

andd foreign nominal bond, respectively (see below for the solutions). The covariance 

betweenn the return on the real asset with the changes in the domestic and international 

statee variables, /3J*  and 0^, can be written as 0Q = °nx}— and  ̂ = v™. By 

substitutingg these expressions and the equations (4.24) and (4.25) in equation (4.23), we 

cann write the expected risk premium the domestic agent obtains when investing in the 

22 Note the foreign real asset expressed in domestic currency has the same risk exposure as the domestic 
reall  asset. This is a direct result of our model, where the exchange rate adjust instantanously to equate 
thee rate of returns on the two real assets. 
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domesticc real asset as 

tttt *-*- rr **  = < h
+ < k - < * n > i . (4- 2 6) 

where e 

Ass can be observed from equation (4.26) the equilibrium expected real rate of excess 

returnn on the productive assets depends on both production and monetary variability. 

Thee production variability, cr  ̂ and txjj , has a direct positive effect on the expected risk 

premiumm on domestic productive investments, because the risk averse investor requires 

ann increase in the risk premium on real assets to compensate for an increase in the 

instantaneouss variance of the productive assets. Indirectly there is a decreasing effect 

throughh the covariance of the real rate of return of domestic production with the domestic 

moneyy supply process (S ĥmh) or, say, with the inflationary uncertainty. Both domestic 

andd foreign monetary sources of uncertainty is noticeable through the impact of the term, 

£rp i.. The variability of the domestic money supply is captured by <r̂  and 5^h, whereas 

thee foreign sources of monetary uncertainty enter through the variability of the foreign 

moneyy supply process, S  ̂ , and the covariance with domestic money supply, Smhmr 

Thee explanation therefore is that the monetary sources of uncertainty affect the portfolio 

demandd for nominal assets and, consequently, the risk premium on these assets. In order 

too ensure that the representative investor maintains its stock of wealth invested in the 

domesticc production technology, the risk premium on this asset must adjust. The risk 

premiumm on real assets is negatively affected by a positive money supply shock. This is 

becausee the risk-averse investor holding the real asset requires a lower risk compensation 

forr the monetary shock because of the hedging capabilities of the real asset against this 

sourcee of uncertainty in the economy. Notice that the real risk premium on domestic 

reall  asset is not affected by the foreign production variability, because the exchange rate 

accountss for it. 
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Promm equation (4.23) it can be noted that the equilibrium expected real rate of ex-

cesss return on the domestic nominal asset, that is the difference between the expected 

instantaneouss real rate of return on this security and the riskless real interest rate, has 

non-zeroo betas with respect to the local and common state variable. In contrast, the real 

riskk premium on the foreign nominal asset, expressed in domestic currency, has non-zero 

betass with respect to all three state variables involved. By using the market clearing 

conditionss for nominal and real assets in our economy and the first order conditions (4.6 

andd 4.7), we can alternatively express the real risk premium on the domestic and foreign 

nominall  assets (expressed in domestic currency), respectively, as follows: 

00hh-r-r hh=(l~t=(l~t rpirpi)p+)p+ S2
Vh - SVhmh (4.27) 

and d 

00ff-r-r hh = /* rp2 + Sjfc - SVhm,, (4.28) 

where e 

S«S«fehffehf = (1 - If)  ((<T,Vi k - < 7V / ) <TVvJ - < , ) 

f.f. _ (S"»h" V ~S1h™h ){Srnf Smhm.j ) +S f̂ ( g ^  SmKmf ) 

Thiss representation of the real risk premium on the domestic nominal asset in equa-

tionn (4.27) can be considered as the extended Fisher equation. According to the standard 

Fisherr theory the interest rate differential, or stated differently the expected real rate of 

returnn on nominal assets in excess of the real risk-free interest rate, should be equal 

too zero. Equation (4.27) differs from the standard Fisher identity, because the differ-

entt sources of uncertainty are priced in this two-country world economy. The monetary 

uncertaintyy affects the risk premium on the nominal assets through the term f , for 
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ii  = l,2, and therefore the same arguments apply as for the risk premium on the real as-

sets.. The real risk premium on the nominal bonds is increasing in the production shocks, 

exceptt when production is almost perfectly correlated with changes in the money supply, 

thatt is when 7j = 1. 

4.33 The equilibriu m interest rates and fundamental 

valuationn equation 

Theoremm 2 The equilibrium interest rates and fundamental valuation equation in this 

two-countrytwo-country monetary production economy are as follows: 

(a)(a) The equilibrium nominal and real interest rate are given respectively by: 

Ri(t)=PRi(t)=P +  ̂ + li^ - < - 7? ( << + < , ) i & {h, ƒ}  (4.29) 

and and 

nn =  a i - a\ix - a\vi + p£rpi i E {h, ƒ}  . (4.30) 

(b)(b) In equilibrium, the fundamental valuation equation for any contingent claim in this 

two-countrytwo-country economy, Fk{Xh{t),Xf(t),Y(t),t,T), is represented by? 

11 hJ 1 
00 = 2 ^ ^ F * ^ + 2^y + ^ {Xhi t] ~ Xx>Xh{t)}  F** 

i i 

++  [/*,, (Xf,t) - XXfXf(t)]  F% + K (Y,t) - XyY(t)] Fk
Y 

+F+F kk
tt-r-r xx{t)F{t)F kk,, (4.31) 

where, where, 

\ yy = \^Whaih + Syvf
aif + SyBhb*h + Sygfb* fJ , 

33 The subscripts on F represent the corresponding partial derivatives. 
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KKhhXhXh = (SXhT,ha*h + SXhBhb*h) 

^ f̂fXf=(sXf=(sxfxf~,~,ffa;a;ff + SXfëfb* f). 

Proof:Proof: See Appendix A.5. 

Inspectionn of equations (4.29) and (4.30) shows that the equilibrium nominal and 

reall  interest rates, respectively, depend on both real and monetary variables in this two-

countryy monetary-production economy. This an extension of existing monetary equilib-

riumm models of interest rates [e.g. Stulz (1986), Foresi (1990), and Bakshi and Chen (1996, 

1997)].. The nominal interest rate in country i is increasing in the expected autonomous 

monetaryy growth rate in that country and decreasing in the autonomous component of 

thee variance of the local money supply. A higher expected rate of growth of the i-th 

moneyy leads to an excess demand for the corresponding good, which results in an in-

creasee in the price level of that good. To restore equilibrium the nominal interest rates 

inn country i must increase. The rationale for this is that, as shown in Proposition 1, the 

increasedd domestic nominal interest rate has a negative affect on the demand for that 

particularr real cash balances. Note, that the nominal interest rate is positively affected 

byy the time preference parameter. 

Thee response of the equilibrium domestic nominal interest rate to the real sources 

off  uncertainty is largely determined by the monetary feedback parameter, 7 .̂ We can 

notee that if monetary response to production shocks is zero, the nominal interest rate is 

completelyy determined by autonomous monetary dynamics and the subjective discount 

factor.. The mean and the instantaneous variance of the rate of return of production 

has,, respectively, a positive and negative impact on the nominal interest rate, when the 

monetaryy feedback parameter is non-zero. In particular, an increase in the production 

variabilityy results in an increase in the variability of domestic money supply, and, therefor, 

increasedd inflationary uncertainty in these countries. As stated by general economic 

theory,, higher inflation risk induces a substitution away from financial assets and into 

physicall  capital. This has a decreasing effect on the demand for real money balances. In 
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orderr to counteract this effect and restore the money market equilibrium, the opportunity 

costt of holding that particular money, Ri(t), must fall. Note from equation (4.16) that 

thee price level in terms of the price level co-varies with the nominal interest rates in 

thiss economy. Even in this simple i.i.d. monetary-production economy, with constant 

nominall  interest rates, we can observe that the nominal interest rates in both countries 

aree driven by a common source of risk. In the next chapter, we will show that the nominal 

interestt rates in both countries are correlated in the stochastic case. 

Byy using the equilibrium solutions for the nominal interest rates in this two-country 

economyy we can endogenously determine the real rate of return on nominal bonds. Prom 

equationss (3.8), (4.21), and (4.29), we obtain the real rate of return on the domestic bond 

as s 

^^ = 0hdt + S„hdw„ h (t), (4.32) 

where e 

0fcc = P + * ^ - 7 * ( < t h + < h ) . 

Equationn (4.32) shows that the expected real rate of return on the domestic nominal 

bondd increases with the time preference parameter and the expected real rate of return 

onn productive investment (recall that the rate of return on the foreign equity investment 

iss equal to the domestic rate of return, when expressed in domestic currency). The 

covariancee of the domestic money supply process with the local production process has 

aa negative impact on the expected real rate of return on these bonds. The rationale 

thereforee is that the covariability of money with output has an increasing impact on the 

pricee level. As can be noted the real rate of return on the domestic nominal bond has 

thee same risk exposure as the price of money. 

Next,, we can determine the real rate of return on foreign nominal bond expressed in 

domesticc currency endogenously by using the equilibrium solutions for the dynamics of 

thee price of money, the dynamics of the exchange rate and the nominal interest rate in 
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equationss (3.9), (4.17), (4.21), and (4.29), 

dBdB At) ~ 
ffdtdt + SSidwSi(t)t (4.33) 

where e 

BBjj(t)(t) = eij(t)Bj(t), 

SgSgffdw(t)dw(t) = [aVvh - 7/<V,) dwv (t) - 'yftrr,xJdwXf (t) + <r nXthdwXh (t) - <r mfdwmf {t). 

Wee can observe from equation (4.33) that the expected real rate of return on the foreign 

nominall  bond (/?ƒ), expressed in domestic currency, is also positively affected by the 

timee preference parameter and the expected real rate of return on domestic productive 

investment.. The difference with the expected real rate of return on domestic nominal 

bondd is that the covariability of domestic output with the foreign money supply is allowed 

too affect the real rate of return. An increase in this covariance decreases the expected 

ratee of return expressed in domestic currency. In contrast, the domestic monetary sources 

off  risk do not affect the expected real rate of return on the foreign bond, expressed in 

domesticc currency. This can be observed by writing the diffusion term of the real rate 

off  return of foreign bond expressed in domestic currency as Sgdw^Xt) = SVhdw (t) — 

SmjdwSmjdw (t). Since, the exchange rate process functions as an arbitrage mechanism, the 

reall  sources of foreign uncertainty do not enter into this rate of return, when expressed 

inn domestic currency. 

Thee effects of production and monetary shocks are less straightforward in the case of 

thee real interest rate in equation (4.30). In line with the results of CIR (1985b) in a one-

countryy framework, the real interest rates in this two-country economy is increasing in the 

expectedd instantaneous rate of return on the productive assets. Equation (4.30) shows 

thatt the real rate of interest in this two-country monetary-production economy accounts 
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forr all sources of risk, namely both real and monetary sources. A production shock in 

thee economy, as measured by the variance of its real rate of return S„„=crl  + ai , has 

aa decreasing effect on the level of the real interest rate in that particular country. The 

rationalee for this effect is that increased uncertainty in the real economy due to technology 

shockss induces a tendency to shift away from that particular real asset toward the local 

nominall  asset, which in turn implies that part of the capital stock is no longer invested in 

thee production process of that particular country. To counteract this tendency, the real 

interestt rate in that country must fall in order to increase the risk premium on that real 

assett and, subsequently, to ensure that the agent invests the whole stock of capital in that 

productionn technology. Note that the real rate of return of foreign productive investment 

doo not affect the rate of return on domestic production directly, as the exchange rate 

dynamicss accounts for this affect. 

Furtherr analysis shows that the instantaneous covariance of the real rate of return of 

domesticc production with the money supply process in each country, which ultimately 

dependss on the monetary feedback parameters, -yit could mitigate the decreasing impact 

off  the production variability on the real interest rate in each country. This effect is cap-

turedd through the term ^rp i, which contains all the sources of monetary, c.q. inflation, 

risk.. As can be inferred from equation (4.30), the impact of domestic monetary uncer-

taintyy on the real interest rate depends on the covariance between changes in production 

andd domestic money supply. In the case of a small covariance, a monetary shock results 

inn an increase in the real interest rate, and, subsequently, in a commensurate decrease 

off  the risk premium on real assets. This effect can be attributed to the fact that an au-

tonomouss domestic monetary shock induces a tendency to substitute the local nominal 

assetss for productive assets in either country. This tendency is reinforced by the hedging 

capabilitiess of the real assets against the monetary risk in each country. Conversely, a 

monetaryy shock has an decreasing effect on the real interest rate in country i when the 

covariabilityy with the output process is near perfect. This effect can be explained by the 

factt that an autonomous shock also increases the risk exposure of the productive asset 
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whenn there is a positive covariance. Notice that in the absence of a demand for domestic 

nominall  assets for portfolio purposes, the real interest rates will only be driven by real 

factors,, even in the presence of monetary endogeneity. 

Lett us briefly consider the optimal portfolio choice in equilibrium. The optimal de-

mandd of the representative agent of home country for real assets, a*h = a^ a*hf , and 

forr the nominal assets, b*h = b*^ b*kf , is given by, respectively (see Appendix A.5 for 

derivation): : 
11 T 2S„.„.-Sl.-Sl I 

(4.34) ) 
aahhhh — ahf — 2 

OOO _ C2 _ C2 

1+p-- l 
C22 02 _ C2 

<?22 _ C 

KhKh = PS2 L _S2— (4-35) 

<?22 _ o 

 ~ Pol C2 _ C 2  ^ ó 0 ) 

Fromm the derivations above it can be seen how the optimal portfolio choices are deter-

minedd in this economy. Note that the optimal portfolio demand of home representative 

agentt for the j - t h real asset, oJJ -, is not affected by the expected instantaneous real rate 

off  return on this particular asset. This is because in equilibrium the expected rate of 

returnss on all securities in this economy is equally affected by the expected real rate of 

returnn on the productive investment [see equations (4.18), (4.32), and (4.33)]. Note that 

thiss effect is independent of the monetary response parameter. Thus a change in the 

expectedd real rate of return on productive investment does not alter the portfolio choice 

off  rational investors. In addition, the equilibrium portfolio demand for securities is not 

affectedd by the production uncertainty, as measured by its variance, Sr,iVi=a^ . + a* . 

Thee rationale therefore is that, as mentioned above, the real interest rates incorporate 

thiss effect and adjusts negatively towards productive uncertainty, such that the risk pre-

miumm on all securities is compensated for this uncertainty. Equation (4.34) shows that 

thee equilibrium demand of the home representative agent for productive investment in 

thee home country does not differ from its demand for foreign productive investment, since 
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thee spot exchange rate adjusts instantaneously to equate these returns when expressed 

inn the domestic currency. Demand for both real assets in the economy increases with an 

increasee in the monetary uncertainty, both at home and abroad. The intuitive explana-

tionn therefore is that the real assets can be used to hedge against the inflationary risk 

inn both countries in these circumstances. This increase in demand for the productive 

assets,, due to the increased inflationary uncertainty, is mitigated, if the time preference 

parameterr is relatively small. The optimal portfolio demand for both nominal assets, b*hh 

andd b*hf} is decreasing in the nominal uncertainties in both countries. Demand for local 

nominall  asset decreases relative to the demand for foreign nominal assets when the local 

monetaryy uncertainty increases relative to foreign monetary uncertainty. 

Withh regard to the PDE in equation (4.31), the boundary conditions are provided 

byy the contractual provisions of the contingent claim and are particular for each type of 

claim.. The regularity conditions, under which existence and uniqueness of a solution for 

thee PDE is established, have been documented extensively in the literature [e.g. CIR 

(1985a)) and Duffie (1992)]. 

Ass in CIR (1985a), the fundamental valuation equation in (4.31) implies that the 

equilibriumm expected return on any contingent claim in this economy is determined by 

thee covariance between the changes in the state variables and percentage changes in 

optimallyy invested wealth. In conformity with the asset pricing model, the valuation 

equationn in (4.31) reflects the fact that all the sources of risk are priced in equilibrium. 

Inn particular, the terms XXlXi and \VY represent the market price of risk of changes in 

thee level of domestic and international uncertainty in country i, respectively. Notice that 

thee factor risk premiums depend on the covariance of the production process and the 

inflationn process with the respective state variables. The effect of inflation in country i 

onn the factor risk premium depends on the domestic monetary response parameter, 7^ 

andd the demand for domestic nominal assets for portfolio considerations. For example, a 

countercyclicall  response (7̂  < 1) results in a lower covariance between domestic rate of 

inflationn and changes in the domestic and common state variables and, consequently, in 
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aa lower market price of risk of changes in the domestic and common uncertainties. 

Inn addition, equation (4.31) implies that the equilibrium expected return on any 

contingentt claim is uniquely determined by the equilibrium expected rates of return on 

thee productive asset and the nominal asset. Thus, the payout structure of any contingent 

claimm in our two-country world economy can be replicated by using the assets in the basis. 

Thiss result is consistent with the redundancy property of contingent claims in a complete 

market.. Notice that the expected excess return of the contingent claim in equation (4.31) 

iss taken with respect to the real interest rate and that the valuation equation is developed 

inn real terms. In the following chapter, we examine and solve the fundamental valuation 

equationn in nominal terms. 

Summarizing,, it can be said that in this chapter we have derived in equilibrium, the 

pricee of money, the rate of inflation, the spot foreign exchange rate, and the rate of 

depreciationn of the spot exchange rate in an i.i.d. monetary-production economy. In 

addition,, we obtained the equilibrium nominal and real interest rates. In this chapter we 

havee used a simplified framework, that is i.i.d. production and money supply processes, to 

obtainn an inside in the equilibrium mechanism of the two-country monetary-production 

economy.. However, in such a setup, it is inevitable that the resulting equilibrium interest 

ratess and exchange rate volatility are constants. Since, it is not possible to account for 

thee foreign exchange forward premium puzzle in this framework, we allow for stochastic 

interestt rates and volatilities in the next chapter. 
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